Abstract—Humans solve the Word Mastermind game inefficiently. This study developed an efficient helper system that reduces the average number of attempts and the amount of time needed to solve the game. The system used a Directed Acyclic Word Graph (DAWG) to manage words lists, Regular Expression (Regex) pattern matching for searching and retrieving words based on a specific pattern on the DAWG, and relative letter frequencies for scoring words based on the results of the pattern matching. The system nominates a list of candidate words suitable for quickly finding the game’s mystery word. The system helped humans reduce their average number of attempts to four (4) or five (5) and with an average time of fifty (50) seconds.

Index Terms—Directed acyclic word graph, pattern matching, puzzle solving, regular expression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, the cognitive process of humans in problem-solving and how it can be imitated by computers have been the focus of Artificial Intelligence (AI) researches. Using computers, it is possible to achieve human-like behavior in nonhumans [1].

Word puzzles or language games draw their challenge and excitement from the richness and ambiguity of natural language [2]. From an AI perspective, these puzzles or games are interesting area of study since the success in solving them is clearly defined by how well the system does in producing the right answer [1]. The researchers of this study aimed to improve the efficiency in terms of the average number of attempts and amount of time being consumed by humans in solving the Word Mastermind game.

This study focused on creating a computer aid to humans as they play. To win the game, the computer-aided application will help players give meaningful guesses by means of suggesting words that fit the clue from the previous try. It involved the use of a Directed Acyclic Word Graph (DAWG), a lexicon data structure to manage the word list; and with the Regex pattern matching, the word search through the DAWG was improved. Aside from the data structure and the search algorithm, a scoring method using relative letter frequency aided the ranking of words according to how close they are to the correct answer of the word puzzle.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED STUDIES

Most people have probably experienced playing games that involved words which are enjoyable and can elicit excitement since one can get to use his deductive reasoning and vocabulary. There is a difference with the way humans and computers “think” in terms of solving word puzzles. Humans sometimes rely on intuition or their gut-feel to choose letters that might produce a correct or close to correct guess, especially when they have little knowledge about the mystery word. Computers, on the other hand, depend on how they were programmed to respond to a problem. A computer operates in a systematic way since it can follow heuristic procedures. Computers have the potential for having many roles in the field of Logology or the study of recreational linguistics [3]. Aside from making the list of words and storing them, computers can help in solving word puzzles like Word Mastermind.

Word Mastermind [4] is a simple yet challenging word guessing game. It is a variation of the classic game, Mastermind. But instead of guessing colored pegs, players must guess a four-letter word, making the game harder. Instead of only six colors, there are 26 possible letters for each space on the board. From the vast vocabulary the English language has, it is quite a challenge for players to quickly answer the problem of the game with the least number of trials and in the fastest way possible.

The simplest Word Mastermind game starts with the player giving a four-letter word guess. His guess must be a valid four-letter word in the dictionary. After the guess has been made, the game master will tell what letters from the player’s guess are correctly placed and what letters are correct but not in their proper place. The clues given would still depend on the corresponding correct hits (correct letter and in place) or misplaced hits (correct letter but misplaced). The game ends once the player has guessed the mystery word or the player was unable to guess the word.

Logology or the study of Recreational Linguistics covers word games and wordplays that stress letter patterns. Some roles of Computers in Logology are: Word list creation, Logological database management and solving word puzzles. Computers are used for storing large amount of data. To obtain a database of words, it is necessary to type all the
words in a dictionary. The database can be managed and can be compressed depending on what kind of data structure to be used. It is important to have an effective way to manage Logological databases to minimize the time consumed in searching and producing results. Computers may not be that very helpful in solving some word puzzles but they can still provide some assistance especially in performing frequency counts and other numerical tests [5].

Puzzles and games were used in Artificial Intelligence (AI) researches. They involve problem solving, which relates analysis in AI. Search algorithms are vital in problem solving because searching is the task of exploring possible solutions, evaluating them and subsequently arriving at the best solution. Uninformed search (or brute-force search) and informed search algorithms (or heuristic search) were compared and the informed search was said to outperform uninformed search since it takes advantage of the information about the problem. It uses heuristics to significantly minimize the search [6].

The computer-aided solving of the Word Mastermind game employed an informed search technique in problem solving that it utilized all the gathered information (the clues; in the case of Word Mastermind) to guide the search and also to reduce the search space. Because this study was primarily dealing with words, a data structure must manage the lexicon. The lexicon used by the computer-aid was represented by DAWG. A DAWG is very close to a Trie structure but more space efficient [7]. It is represented as a directed acyclic graph with a vertex with no incoming edges, in which each edge of the graph is labeled by a letter or special end-of-string marker, and in which each vertex has at most one outgoing edge for each possible letter. The strings represented by the DAWG are formed by the letters on paths in the DAWG from the source vertex to any vertex with no outgoing edges [8], [9]. The primary difference between DAWG and trie is the elimination of suffix redundancy in storing strings. The trie eliminates prefix redundancy since all common prefixes are shared between strings. In a DAWG, common suffixes are also shared [8], [9]. For dictionary sets of common English words, this translates into major memory usage reduction. Thus, the DAWG fared better in terms of compactness and the word search performance.

Pattern matching is the method of finding a string containing text or binary data for some set of characters based on a specific search pattern. It describes a pattern and includes a language which utilizes various symbols in describing both the normal characters (those that are exactly matched) and meta-characters (those that describe operations such as repetitions and alternatives) [10].

Pattern matching was used to optimize the search through the DAWG structure. The patterns served as the “heuristics” that directed the search and consequently narrowed down the search. Studies showed that Regex [11] pattern matching is efficient and can eliminate needless shifts, and is powerful and flexible since it can search for words of a certain size, find different sets, search for patterns, print the line satisfying the given pattern, and replace the string with a new pattern. But it has a certain drawback in terms of the accuracy in the computation of transition function.

The frequency analysis for computing of the most prevailing word that can be formed was applied. Almost all word guessing game consider the knowledge of letter frequency as a strategy.

III. WORD MASTERMIND HELPER

The researcher’s computer aid allows players to improve their performance in playing Word Mastermind by minimizing the number of trials it took to arrive at the correct word and to make the process of guessing possible words less time consuming.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF WORD MASTERMIND HELPER

The system architecture of the Word Mastermind Helper is comprised of five modules: DAWG Constructor, which performs the preprocessing, Regex Pattern Generator which outputs the Regex pattern that guides the search for possible solutions to the puzzle, Regex pattern matcher which is the module in charge of getting all words that fit the pattern, Letter Frequency Counter which counts the occurrence of each letter in the words list, Scorer which computes the scores of each possible solutions to the puzzle and ranks them in descending order of scores. The Preprocessing involves the creation of a DAWG from the list of valid words in the Dictionary. The DAWG, including the player's guess and the corresponding clue for that guess, are the input of the Regex Pattern Generator. The generator outputs the regex pattern which in turn used by the Regex Pattern Matcher. The pattern matcher produces the matched words list or the candidate words list. The Letter Frequency Counter processes the candidate words list and output the letter frequencies. The data that is from the frequency counter is used by the Scorer. Results are displayed by means of a graphic user interface.

A. DAWG Constructor

The DAWG Constructor has four major processes inside it namely, Construction of a Temporary Trie – filling the temporary trie with the words in the list, Traversal of Trie to Track and Kill “redundant” Nodes – Breadth-First Search thru the trie to record these nodes and removing these nodes, also fixing the pointers (the working DAWG is now ready), Bit Encoding – for the compression of the lexicon (make it less space consuming) and Population of DAWG – populate the DAWG and write it to file. In Fig. 2, the constructed DAWG is one of the required inputs for the Regex Pattern Matcher.

B. Regex Pattern Generator

In Fig. 1, the player’s word guess and the clue given by the game is the primary input of the Word Mastermind Helper. The pattern generator module facilitates the creation of the regex pattern for each word guess based on the clue. For
simplicity, an input of ‘g’ is for correct letter and correct place; ‘y’ is for correct letter but incorrect place; and ‘w’ is for incorrect letter. The letters ‘g’ (green), ‘y’ (yellow) and ‘w’ (white) corresponds to the first letter of each color clue in the Word Mastermind game. An example of a regex pattern is: “[^air][^ai][^ai]n”. The word length is four so the maximum level or depth to explore is also four. The “[^air]” indicated an exclusion of the characters succeeding it. When traversing the DAWG, words that do not start with the letters "a", "i" and "r", having the second and third letter that is not an “a” and “i” and the fourth letter which is an “n” are the ones considered as candidate words.

C. Regex Pattern Matcher

The process in this module is started by loading the DAWG data file into the memory. Methods for extracting information in the DAWG data file are also inside the pattern matcher. Once the data file is loaded and the regex pattern is passed, the pattern is inspected. This is done to make sure that places where constraints must be observed are noted. A recursive process of searching the DAWG and getting the candidate words is done after the inspection. When searching has already finished, all the candidate words will be stored.

D. Letter Frequency Counter

Since the basis for assigning each word’s score is letter frequency, a letter frequency counter is implemented. The counting of the occurrence of each letter in the matched words list is handled by this module.

E. Scorer

The assignment of scores for each word in the matched words list is facilitated by the scorer. The higher the score meant the higher the possibility of obtaining a correct letter after it is being considered as the next guess. The simple formula is: \((a+b+c+d)/\text{total number of letters}\); where a, b, c and d are frequency of each letter that makes up the word. If there is a repeated letter in the word, the letter count for that letter is only added once.

V. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

The researchers hypothesized that the integration of Directed Acyclic Word Graph, Regular pattern matching and relative letter frequency to create a word puzzle helper will improve the efficiency of solving the Word Mastermind game. In line with this, the number of attempts and amount of time consumed aimed to be reduced.

The researchers used an experimental approach in this study. It comprises of two (2) classifications of participants namely the control group and the experimental group. To get all of the necessary quantitative data needed for the study, the researchers implemented a systematic way of letting the control group play Word Mastermind without the computer aid, and recorded their performance afterwards. Also, when the word puzzle helper was already working and has passed functionality testing, it was used while playing the game. The study covered a number of 100 players, 50 students for the control group and another 50 students for the experimental group, each subject played five times to be familiar with the game and another five times to achieve mastery.

The independent variable used in this study was the use of a word puzzle helper (computer-aided solving) while the dependent variable used was the efficiency of solving the Word Mastermind game.

VI. RESULTS

The computer aid was tested in terms of execution time, space and reliability to obtain the overall performance of the application.

The results of the test regarding execution time indicated that 55.63% of the time was spent in the GUIInterface class, 30.67% to the PatternMatcher, 10.4% to the Scorer class, 0.87% to the LetterFreqCounter, 0.7% to PatternGenerator and 1.73% to other classes. Test for the preprocessing stage was conducted separately.

The test conducted in terms of space consumption showed that out of the 16MB heap size, the application used, at maximum, 10MB of the heap size or 62.5% of the heap size. Storing the lexicon in a DAWG proven that DAWG can be an effective data structure for storing words.

To test for its reliability, eight different test cases were prepared. The test cases were: random words, words with highest, mid and lowest scores of letter frequency, words with repetition, permutations and plenty of vowels and consonants.

The test result showed that four-letter words with at least 3 consonants have the least number of attempts and the least length of time required to arrive at the solution with only an average of five (5) attempts and 29.91 seconds respectively; while four-letter words with permutation have the most number of attempts and the longest length of time spent with an average of seven (7) attempts and 45.98 seconds respectively.

Additional tests were done to find how effective the computer aid were when the length of the words used is greater than 4.

The results showed that sixteen-, seventeen- and eighteen-letter words have the least number of attempts required to arrive at the solution with only an average of two (2) attempts; while five-, six-, seven-, eight- and nine-letter words have the most number of attempts with an average of four (4) attempts. In addition, the seventeen-letter word test...
has the least length of time required to arrive at the solution
with an average of 6.69 seconds; while five-letter word test
has the longest length of time spent with an average of 25.26
seconds.

Researchers also gathered data with regards to playing the
game with and without the helper. Based on the number of
attempts, the average for without helper is 6.9 attempts while
for with helper is 5.0. Based of accumulated time, the average
for without helper is 178.4 seconds and for with
helper is 49.6 seconds.

VII. CONCLUSION

Word Mastermind Helper produced results showing an
improvement on the efficiency of solving the Word
Mastermind game. It reduced the number of attempts and
amount of time consumed as compared to playing the game
unassisted by the helper. For four letter words, the computer
aid showed an average of 4,984 attempts to correctly guess
the mystery word; whereas based on the accumulated time,
the computer aid showed an average of 50 seconds to
correctly guess the mystery word.

The following were the findings of the study: (1) Utilizing
the Directed Acyclic Word Graph helped stored the words
more efficiently than storing them on a text file. For a
significantly large lexicon, at maximum, the percent
reduction could be up to 42%. With the Pattern Matching
technique applied, searching for words was faster as
compared to the brute-force method. Since brute force cannot
support well searching with certain criteria to follow (the
“clues”), the Pattern Matching technique used in this study
beats it. (2) Through the strategy of maximizing the
information obtained from the clues, the computer aid gave
meaningful suggestions as all the correct letters acquired
were retained and used until the correct word is guessed. (3)
The computer aid was capable of processing words whose
length is greater than 4, supporting up to 21 words which is
likewise efficient as processing 4 letter words.
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